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This is the final book in a series of four which form part of the Open University course Child Development. The series provides a detailed and thorough undergraduate-level introduction to the central concepts, theories, current issues and research evidence in developmental psychology.

Developmental Psychology in Action looks at how psychologists contribute to the development and well-being of children in practical ways. The role of psychologists and psychological theory is considered with respect to specific topics which focus on child development in the context of social, educational and clinical issues. The chapters are authored by active researchers and practitioners in each field. Each chapter provides an introduction to the topic under discussion and aims to stimulate reflection and evaluation.     
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The Children of Now: Crystalline Children, Indigo Children, Star Kids, Angels on Earth, and the Phenomenon of Transitional ChildrenNew Page Books, 2006
"The Children of Now is powerful and profound while at the   same time quite practical. This should be required reading for anyone who   works with children and everyone who has children."
  --Lynn Andrews author of 19 books including The New York Times best-sellers   Medicine Woman and Jaguar Woman    

"The Children...
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GIS BasicsCRC Press, 2002

	Geographical Information Systems (GIS) are computer systems for storing, displaying and analyzing spatial data. The past twenty years have seen a rapid growth in their use in government, commerce and academia, and they can be used for managing a network of utilities, from handling census data through to planning the location of a new...
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Game Development for iOS with Unity3DCRC Press, 2012

	Demystifies the Processes of Game Development

	Game Development for iOS with Unity3D takes you through the complete process of Unity iOS game development. A game developer for over 12 years, the author presents production-proven techniques and valuable tips and tricks needed to plan, build, test, and launch...
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Cubase 4 Power!: The Comprehensive GuideCourse Technology PTR, 2006
Cubase has been around for a while now. I remember using its ancestor, the Pro 24 software, on my Atari ST in 1987 to create musical arrangements for composition assignments during my university training years. Since then, many things have changed, and Cubase has made the transition from a MIDI sequencer to a Virtual Studio Technology (VST)...
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Compiler Design: Analysis and TransformationSpringer, 2012

	While compilers for high-level programming languages are large complex software systems, they have particular characteristics that differentiate them from other software systems. Their functionality is almost completely well-defined - ideally there exist complete precise descriptions of the source and target languages. Additional descriptions...
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Worldmark Encyclopedia of the Nations, United NationsGale, 2007

	Th e swift course of domestic and world events, part of a hastened process of change, requires an enormous increase of basic understanding by peoples of the multiple factors infl uencing the tempo and direction of national developments. Th e pattern of intercultural penetration and cross-fertilizing exchanges of scientifi c and technological...
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